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1 IntrodutionIn the last two deades systemati searhes for extrasolar planets resulted in severalhundreds of disoveries. The diversity of the known planetary systems is quite note-worthy. Planets orbit their parent stars with periods of a day up to several years,there are numerous systems with multiple planets and planets are also known to existaround pulsars1. In fortunate ases when the planetary orbit is nearly perpendiular tothe plane of sky, the observed stellar brightness drops a small amount when the planettransits the disk of the host star. Suh transit events an be observed by photometrimethods. For instane, a hypothetial planet with the size of Jupiter would yield a�ux derease around 1% assuming a host star similar to our Sun. Transiting extrasolarplanets are the only group among the extrasolar planets whose basi physial param-eters, suh as mass and radius an be determined without any ambiguity. Therefore,these planets provide a great opportunity to determine other properties, suh as theharateristis of planetary interiors or atmospheres, or to estimate the ompositionof these atmospheres by performing further spetro-photometri measurements duringtransits. Reently, photometri surveys have beome the most prominent observationtehniques for deteting planetary transits and these surveys yielded several dozens ofdisoveries, approximately 90% of the urrently known 58 transiting extrasolar planets.2 Sienti� goalsTransit events have a relatively short duration ompared to the orbital period of theplanet, therefore stars should be ontinuously observed for several months in order toobtain a signi�ant detetion, even for short periods of a few days. The disoveryrate signi�antly inreases if brighnesses are monitored for numerous stars. Indeed,the most suessful dediated surveys utilize telesopes with large �eld-of-view andmonitor several tens or hundreds of thousands stars simultaneously. These wide-�eldsurveys intended to searh for periodi photometri transits by extrasolar planets yieldmassive amount of raw data in the form of astronomial images. In ontrast of the pre-viously wide-spread redution methods, wide-�eld surveys indue rather new relatedproblems due to the large distrotion, rowded, sharp and undersampled stellar pro�lesand the enormous amount of individual soures of interest. Sine suh a large amountof speial data annot be e�iently and onsistently proessed by the available existing1See e.g. http://exoplanet.eu for up-to date information.1



software solutions, I started developing a new pakage in order to overome the relatedproblems. The development of this pakage has been related to the Hungarian-madeAutomated Telesope Network (HATNet) projet2, one of the most suessful initia-tives dediated to searhing for transiting extrasolar planets. The aims of my workwere both implementing the algorithms related to the omplete photometri redutionin a form of a standalone software pakage, as well as applying these programs in theanalysis of the HATNet data. Of ourse, both the on�rmation of planetary andidatesand the haraterization of known objets require other types of tehnologies suh asspetrosopy, radial veloity measurements and stellar evolution modelling. In orderto perform a onsistent determination of the planetary, orbital and stellar parametersof transiting exoplanetary systems, my work also foused on inluding these additionaltypes of measurements in the data analysis.3 MethodsTo perform a homogeneous redution on the raw data gathered by the HATNet tele-sopes, several sophistiated algorithms have to be applied subsequently and the im-plementation of these algorithms must ensure the self-onsistent data manipulation(although this latter ondition seems to be trivial, self-onsistent proessing is notguaranteed at all if various software pakages from di�erent origins are involved in theredution pipeline). Moreover, due to the huge amount of raw images, the implemen-tation should be omputationally e�ient. Therefore, I designed the whole redutionpakage to work under various UNIX-like operating systems (inluding and primarilyfousing on GNU/Linux systems). The planetary nature of objets deteted with tran-sit photometry needs to be on�rmed involving data other than photometry. Althoughthe redution pakage is not apable to deal with raw spetrosopi measurements, theregression utilities an be used to transparently inorporate suh types of data in theanalysis.Additionally, the photometri redution ode is intended to work on data obtainedby other kind of failities, suh as the 48" telesope at the Fred Lawrene WhippleObservatory or the Shmidt telesope at the Piszkéstet® Mountain Station. Theseinstruments have also been involved in the HATNet projet, used to perform follow-upphotometry of planetary andidate host stars.In summary, the obtained photometri, spetrosopi and radial veloity data om-2http://hatnet.hu 2



plemented with modelling of stellar evolution yielded a onsistent parameter determi-nation for several planets either disovered or observed by the HATNet projet.4 ThesesAlgorithms and software environment(1) Involving various tehniques, I developed a standalone software pakage(fi/fihat) intended to perform e�ient and omplete photometri redutionof astronomial images. In partiular, the pakage is suitable for:
• alibration of series of individual sienti� frames, using standard methods(oversan orretion, bias, dark, �at), as well as additional masks whihan be added in order to exlude faulty or saturated pixels from furtherproessing;
• soure identi�ation and haraterization based on a purely topologial al-gorithm, suitable to perform well on undersampled and rowded images;
• ross-mathing of oordinate lists and derivation of astrometri solutions,taking into aount higher order distortions;
• onvolution and image subtration whih is essential in the ases of imageswith extremely rowded stellar pro�les;
• instrumental photometry, on both normal and subtrated images; and
• massive data transposition and reation of light urves.The details of the algorithms used in the derivation of the astrometri solutionshave been published by Pál & Bakos (2006).(2) I have ontinued the development of a generi regression tool, lfit, whih fea-tures several independent algorithms for data analysis. This program implementsthe light urve de-trending algorithm of EPD, that was used extensively in theredution of HATNet data (see e.g. Bakos et al. 2007 or Pál et al. 2008a). Ihave reated an improved version of the Markov Chain (MCMC) Monte-Carloalgorithm that utilizes parametri derivatives of the model funtion as well asother minimization methods (suh as downhill simplex) to be a faster and morereliable alternative for the lassi MCMC method. This algorithm has also beenimplemented in the framework of lfit with numerous additional sanity heks3



for hain onvergene. I have used this tool during the data redution of HAT-P-11b, the smallest planet disovered by ground-based transit surveys (Bakos etal. 2009). In order to have onsistent results, in this analysis the de-trendingalgorithms (EPD, TFA) and light urve modelling have been performed simulta-neously.(3) Many of the regression and data analysis algorithms require the knowledge ofpartial derivatives of funtions involved in the modelling. I have alulated theparametri derivatives of the most widely used transit light urve model funtions(Pál 2008) and implemented in the previously disussed lfit program.HATNet disoveries(4) My own programs found in the pakage fi/fihat played a key role in the disoveryor the haraterization of all of the transiting planets disovered by the HATNetprojet (Bakos et al. 2007a, Bakos et al. 2007b, Kovás et al. 2007, Bakos etal. 2007, Noyes et al. 2008, Pál et al. 2008a, Latham et al. 2008, Shporer etal. 2008, Bakos et al. 2008, Bakos et al. 2009). Moreover, the astrometri andphotometri measurements presented in various follow-up analyses (e.g. Bakoset al. 2006a, Bakos et al. 2006b, Holman et al. 2007, Winn et al. 2007) andindependent disoveries (Pál et al. 2008b) have also been obtained with the helpof these programs.(5) As presented by Pál et al. (2008b), I demonstrated how the stellar evolution mod-elling has to be inorporated in the proedure of planetary system harateri-zation in order to yield a onsistent solution in the ase of transiting extrasolarplanets. This type of analysis has been used frequently in many reent disov-eries and follow-up observations (Pál et al. 2008a, Latham et al. 2008, Bakos etal. 2008, Bakos et al. 2009, Pál et al. 2008, Pál et al. 2009).(6) I analyzed the photometri and radial veloity data from the planetary systemHAT-P-7(b) in order to obtain the stellar, orbital and planetary parameters (Pálet al. 2008a). In addition, the images reorded by HATNet have been reduedinvolving the method of image subtration in order to present a detailed ompar-ison between various photometri methods and have a more preise analysis ofthe planetary system. This new redution method has shown that photometrybased on image subtration an signi�antly inrease the quality of light urves.4



Follow-up observations(7) Employing various redution tehniques (presented in Pál & Bakos 2006, Pál etal. 2008a, Pál, Bakos, Noyes & Torres 2008), I re�ned the parameters of theplanetary system HAT-P-2b (Pál et al. 2009). This re�ned analysis was based onnumerous additional photometri and radial veloity measurements, and resultedin stellar parameters that are onsistent with independent measurements suh asthe absolute magnitude (derived from the parallax of the system). I have alsoompared the system parameters with reent models of planetary interiors. Inorder to model radial veloity measurements for eentri planetary orbits, Ideveloped a new formalism for the solution of Kepler's Problem whih involves afew basi funtions with small number of parameters whih are shown to behaveanalytially (Pál 2009). Due to the analyti property of these funtions, theradial veloity variations in ase of an eentri orbit an be quanti�ed easily.5 ConlusionsIn this PhD thesis I presented a new software pakage designed for performing photo-metri data redutions on a massive amount of astronomial images. Existing softwaresolutions do not provide a onsistent framework for the redution of images aquired bywide-�eld and undersampled instrumentation. During the development of the relatedalgorithms and the implementation, I foused on the issues related to these problemsin order to have a homogeneous redution environment, from the alibration up to the�nal light urve generation and analysis. This new pakage has been suessfully ap-plied in the proessing of images of the Hungarian-made Automated Telesope Networkand led to the disovery and on�rmation of almost a dozen of transiting extrasolarplanets.6 BibliographyPubliations on whih these theses are primarily based:
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